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The Babson Entrepreneur Experience Lab, a partnership between Babson College and the Business Innovation
Factory (BIF), is a platform that puts the voice and experience of real world entrepreneurs at the center of an
ongoing effort to design, develop and test new education and support solutions for entrepreneurs of all kinds.
By deeply understanding the experiences of entrepreneurs and also engaging them in the conceptual development
of wholly new experiences, the Lab is developing solutions through the lens of entrepreneurs themselves, and using
this understanding to develop a platform for experimentation.
Visit the Lab portal for a downloadable PDF of this report and the Elements of the New Venture Entrepreneur
Experience report, a complete library of entrepreneur video stories, and an interactive era analysis charting the
history of entrepreneurship in the United States.
elab.businessinnovationfactory.com
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Stories shape our perceptions of entrepreneurs inside, the maverick brought in to fix it all...
4

// elements of the entrepreneurs inside experience

how it’s not legitimate entrepreneurship if you work for someone else...
5

that the only way to create is to hive off from the rest of the organization...
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where a single failure can end a career...
7

and precious resources just get wasted on “future” competitors...
8
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It’s time for a new narrative.
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ENTREPRENEURS OF ALL KINDS
“We are all entrepreneurs, only too few people get to practice it.”
—Muhammad Yunus
At the heart of the Babson/BIF collaboration is a belief in entrepreneurs of all kinds—that we all can learn to practice
entrepreneurship, and do so in various contexts. However, our current definitions of entrepreneurship and our wellintended but insufficient support systems won’t get us where we need to go fast enough. The rhetoric is out there, our
economic future depends on entrepreneurship. But today’s narrative mythologizes super heroes—entrepreneurs who
are born, not made; geniuses with the brilliant idea working alone in the garage; stars achieving fame and unimaginable
fortune literally overnight. They’re fearless, iconic, and irreplaceable. Their celebrity status so well-known around the
world, we call them by name. Mark. Bill. The late Steve Jobs. They’re the few, but their story becomes the single story1 of
entrepreneurship—a stereotype that few can personally identify with, and one that does little to represent the realities
of today’s entrepreneur experience.
In the United States, 12.3% of the population is a nascent entrepreneur or owner of a business less than three
years old—roughly 22 million people between the ages of 18-64.2 This says nothing about those thinking and acting
entrepreneurially inside organizations. Who are they? Where and how do they experience entrepreneurship? If, as recent
studies suggest3, this number is in decline, how can we encourage more people to choose an entrepreneurial path? The
Babson Entrepreneur Experience Lab aims to address these issues by focusing on the realities of entrepreneurship today
through the lens of entrepreneurs themselves.
Our work starts with the understanding that we need a new, more expansive narrative of what entrepreneurship is and
can be. We can no longer think our way into an uncertain, unknowable future—we have to act. We know that action
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TM

is at the root of entrepreneurship and that entrepreneurship, a powerful word, when practiced can and has changed
the world. We see how many individuals throughout our nation practice it, yet don’t even realize they do. We want to
develop a deeper understanding of the entrepreneur experience in order to help extend entrepreneurship to the many,
not the few. In our work, we develop empathy not only for the new venture entrepreneurs (NVE) but also for those
individuals employed within organizations—the entrepreneurs inside (EI). We tell the stories of Entrepreneurs of All
Kinds—those individuals or groups who think and act entrepreneurially, who can transform opportunity into reality and
create economic and social value for themselves and for others.
In our first phase of lab activity, the Babson/BIF Lab team engaged new venture entrepreneurs from well-known
entrepreneurial hotspots and their lesser-known counterparts throughout the United States to create a first person,
national characterization of the new venture creation experience.4 We recognized an interesting phenomenon
beginning to develop—many individuals and institutions consider entrepreneurial thinking and acting as a vital life skill.
In our second phase (the focus of this report), the team sought out entrepreneurs creating value inside a diverse mix of
organizations. Insights emerging from the work reveal opportunities for intervention and innovation. We are now working
to identify and establish experimentation environments in the domains of new venture creation and organizations. This
work will lay the foundation for systemic experimentation, where programs and services for today’s entrepreneurs and
future generations of entrepreneurs can be developed and tested within an integrated, real world environment.

1 “The single story creates stereotypes, and the problem with stereotypes is not that they are untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make one story become the only story.”
(Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie )
2 Total early-stage Entrepreneurial Activity (TEA); Percentage of 18-64 population who are either a nascent entrepreneur or owner-manager of a new business as reported by the
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) using data from the Global Entrepreneurship Research Association (GERA). http://www.gemconsortium.org/visualizations
3 Lynn, Barry C. and Lina Khan, “The slow-motion collapse of American Entrepreneurship.” Washington Monthly, July/August 2012
4 Elements of the New Venture Entrepreneur Experience, elab.businessinnovationfactory.com
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INTRODUCTION
Elements of the Entrepreneur Experience
Nine fundamental elements covering the experience of Entrepreneurs of All KindsTM
Emerging research insights from engagement with those practicing in the traditional context of starting new
businesses (new venture entrepreneurs) and those working within existing organizations (entrepreneurs inside) are
grouped into a set of nine fundamental categories, what we call Elements of the Entrepreneur Experience. The
elements are not meant to be exhaustive—the contemporary entrepreneur experience is far too complex to properly
capture in a single study or document. Instead, the elements call attention to converging insights critical to the
overall entrepreneur experience and point to opportunities for how we teach and support entrepreneurs of all kinds.
This report, the second in a two volume set, describes the experiences of EI—those thinking and acting entrepreneurially
within organizations.
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Identity

Storytelling

Community

Self-image—identifying with the
entrepreneurial path as a viable and
attainable possibility for oneself.

Stories—the universal language—
enlist and teach others, and create and
communicate the intangible, a vision.

The need for membership, where
common experiences, purpose, values
and behaviors can be shared.

Ecosystem

Social Capital

Uncertainty

The factors in a specific context or
environment that heighten or diminish
entrepreneurial activity.

Acceptance into social networks
that amplify reputation, trust,
currency and leverage.

Behavior that allows one to “act
to know” when the situation is
(currently) unknowable.

Learning/Relearning

Investment

Team

The experience of gaining
knowledge and eliminating habits
that no longer serve.

Commitment of resources
and/or support to capture a
new opportunity.
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The role of others in
ideation and execution.

Elements of the Entrepreneurs Inside Experience
What a reverend, a public transit director, a community organizer, a bicycle manufacturer, an innovation
network director, a university president, an acquisition analyst for the Department of Defense, and a
food cooperative worker-owner, among others, can teach us about entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship as a means to deep connection to work
In the Spring of 2012, we set out to understand the experiences of people thinking and acting entrepreneurially within organizations—
the entrepreneurs inside. We didn’t seek out the gated communities of corporations—the innovation units or skunks works
most often referred to as intrapreneurship or corporate entrepreneurship. They receive the lion’s share of attention regarding
entrepreneurship inside organizations. And we didn’t limit ourselves to businesses where the intrapreneurs are glamorized as
the extreme innovators, mavericks, and risk-takers. Instead, we sought out a heterogeneous and diverse organization mix which
included companies, government agencies, non-profits, religious entities, self-organizing entities and cooperatives; and looked
for the people within these organizations who were trying to create something of value, be it a high-impact initiative, or a new
division, department, product, service, process or practice.
A 2011 Gallup Employee Engagement poll found that 71% of American workers are “not engaged” or “actively disengaged” from
their work. That’s almost three-quarters of the U.S. workforce emotionally disconnected from the work they do and from their
organizations. Not so for entrepreneurs inside. With them, we find a group of people flourishing. People deeply connected to
their work. People passionate about making a difference. People excited by the potential of the resources they have at hand and
thinking about how they might combine them to create in new and innovative ways.

Setting human agency free
Most of today’s organizations were built through entrepreneurship but ironically are not built for entrepreneurship. Many EI spend
intense amounts of time learning what it takes to get something unpredictable done in an inherently bureaucratic, often nonsupportive, prediction-driven environment. Entrepreneurs inside have the capacity to change organizational behavior from within.
They are the harbingers of what organizations need to think about and become in the very near future, if not now. Organizations
willing to change might start with supporting entrepreneur behaviors by designing through the lens of EI rather than build artificial
structures for special entrepreneurship activities. In the Lab, we are just beginning to explore what this might look like. But we’ll
only get there by deeply understanding and connecting to the actual experiences of entrepreneurs inside.
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Contrary to popular opinion, the experience of starting a new venture and entrepreneurship inside organizations is not that
different. But while we’re supportive of entrepreneurial behavior in the world of start-ups, we haven’t successfully translated or
sponsored that behavior inside organizations. The difference lies in a belief that structure can make a difference and that structure
enables entrepreneurial activity to emerge inside existing organization. This volume of work shatters the structural view. We put
the behavior of the entrepreneur inside at the center of our attention. Organizations are not entrepreneurs, people are.

The experiences of entrepreneurs inside
It’s not a job for them—entrepreneurs inside are invested owners. But, thinking and acting entrepreneurially can sometimes seem
completely at odds with an organization’s need for process and efficiency, causing a state of discomfort within the organization
and among co-workers. EI learn to manage the discomfort that comes from challenging traditional structures and norms in
themselves and within others.
Organizations rely on the interchange of research and data, policies, plans and PowerPoint decks. But these vehicles are best
at conveying facts, figures, and what’s been done rather than inspiring new possibilities, choices and potential outcomes. An
iterative dialogue, storytelling helps align people’s values with new possibilities. Entrepreneurs inside use stories to help people
see why they should change and how they should act.
Entrepreneurship inside can feel quite solitary. It helps to find those who are living the same experience, but this can often be
hard to locate or cultivate within an organization. In response, many entrepreneurs inside look outside for places to connect with
like-minded people, for inspiration and to replenish energy stores and maintain momentum.
Supportive or dysfunctional, entrepreneurs inside cite an organizational framework that becomes their home base and jumping
off point. How close to or outside of the cultural norms present in an organization can play a significant role in an EI’s experience.
Decoding organizational habits can also help EI discover the path forward.
Social capital provides entrepreneurs inside with the freedom to try new things. But, accrued social capital can only be achieved
over time and by demonstrating success. Until there’s proof of value, consistency in one’s ability to commit, to act, and to followthrough is the only currency entrepreneurs can trade on. Missteps in managing relationships can quickly erode hard-earned capital
leading to anything from damaged reputation, loss of autonomy and/or the trust of others to jeopardized career growth.
continued...
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Entrepreneurs inside have embraced experimentation. Many of the organizations they work for have not. EI push past what
they know, or create new ways of thinking by acting their way into knowing. Capturing what’s learned from each attempt is
key to “knowing what not to do next time around” or “discovering another way down the road.” Experimentation strengthens
an organization’s success and failure responses, critical to adaptation and growth. It is the core of entrepreneurship inside
organizations.
To successfully win the investment of others (support from executives and other employees in the form of sponsorship, resources,
time and skills), EI must understand what the implementation of an idea is going to cost people in the organization and, more
importantly, how the investment will benefit others and the organization. The capacity to influence is paramount as others in
the organization control resources, limit access, hold critical knowledge and have valuable skills. Being prepared to address the
limitations of traditional evaluation metrics can help prevent ideas from being killed off too quickly.
EI often have little control over the assembly of teams or team building processes. By default then, they tend to become great
taxonomists classifying the varying personalities, behaviors, knowledge and skills in others. This classification can help EI build
better working relationships and reduce the effort-intense task of identifying appropriate expertise.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Using human-centered design to engage a heterogeneous mix of those who
think and act entrepreneurially within a diverse set of organization types.
In volume one of our work, we built a nationwide, deep, first-person understanding of the experience of new venture entrepreneurs. Using this
as our foundation, we next sought out entrepreneurs inside—people demonstrating entrepreneurial thinking and acting within organizations.
The goal was to examine their experiences to learn whether the experience of NVE was similar for EI.
The key to this phase of work was in identifying a truly heterogeneous and diverse set of entrepreneur inside experiences. The real challenge
was locating the appropriate participants within the organizations, since it is not always obvious who is an entrepreneur. In order to achieve the
broadest context possible, we recruited entrepreneurs inside from six organization types—corporations, government agencies, non-profits,
cooperatives, self-organizing entities and religious groups. Participants were then screened for demonstrable entrepreneurial thinking and
action. All were creating value for themselves and their organizations through new, high impact initiatives, divisions or departments, products
or services, or processes or practices that represent significant change for the organization.
Using a human-centered design process, we were able to walk briefly in the shoes of entrepreneurs inside, to listen to their stories, and to
see their world as they see it. We used both fieldwork and webwork5 to ensure significant exposure to the people, places, and things that
make up the experience of entrepreneurs inside. With fieldwork, we were able to engage participants in their local contexts through individual
and group on-site interviews. Using a semi-structured interview protocol, a broad range of topics was addressed with study participants
including role identification, day-to-day experiences, organizational environment, teams, networks and community, education and support
systems. With webwork, we engaged a geographically distributed set of EI in a variety of research activities—self-documentation, journaling,
group discussions, and projective exercises (exploration of attitudes, thoughts, and feelings that are difficult to detect by straightforward
questioning)—asynchronously, over a period of two weeks. The two approaches, fieldwork and webwork combined, gave us deep insight into
the experiences of entrepreneurs inside.
Human-centered design is an ongoing effort within the Lab that helps us move beyond the capture of insights to identification of opportunity
spaces that define where and how we begin experimentation. Ultimately, transformation of the entrepreneur experience requires that we try
more things. With a human-centered approach—designing, prototyping, and testing—we learn quickly what works and iterate towards an
improved experience that encourages more individuals inside organizations to practice entrepreneurship.
5 Term coined by Kim Erwin, IIT Institute of Design and Diane Fraley, D.S. Fraley Associates; IIT Design Research Conference 2010
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY // elements of the entrepreneurs inside experience

13 STATES AND 1 DISTRICT

6 ORGANIZATION TYPES

WA
MN
MI
CA

IL

CO

TX

VA

ME
MA
NY
RI
DC

AL

36%

10%

CORPORATIONS

COOPERATIVES

8%

13%

GOV’T AGENCIES

SELF-ORGANIZATION

5%

28%

RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS

NON-PROFITS

39 PARTICIPANTS

TYPES OF ENTREPRENEURIAL EFFORTS
INSIDE ORGANIZATIONS
New Innovation, Product, Service, Program – 36%
Changing Culture/Creating Community – 26%
Networked Impact – 19%
Strategic Leadership – 12%
Business Within Business – 7%
Types of entrepreneurial efforts inside organizations
The majority of participants we engaged (81%) were involved in three types of entrepreneurial efforts ranging from the development of
a new market-making innovation, product, service, or program (e.g., a new wellness plan) to the creation of an entrepreneurial culture
within their organization or community (e.g., developing a culture that embraces customer-facing programmers within an S&P 500 company) to catalyzing change across a networked infrastructure (e.g., addressing food deserts through public-private community networks).
The remaining 19% focused on strategic leadership efforts that allow for a complete rethinking of an organization’s strategy or innovation
capabilities (e.g., a CEO of a product manufacturing company, a university president) or building a business within another business (e.g.,
an agent building a training consultancy within a real estate company).
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46%

54%

MEN

WOMEN
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LOOKING OUT
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STORYTELLING

COMMUNITY

04

05

06

ACCORD OR
COLLISION?

EARNING THE
FREEDOM TO ACT

TRY. LEARN.
BUILD. ADAPT.

ECOSYSTEM

SOCIAL CAPITAL

UNCERTAINTY

07

08

09

KNOW-WHAT
AND KNOW-HOW

GETTING
TO YES

DISTRIBUTING
OWNERSHIP

LEARNING/RELEARNING

INVESTMENT

TEAM
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MANAGED
DISCOMFORT
IDENTITY
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KEEPING A SENSE OF
ENTREPRENEURIAL SELF

AMIDST ORGANIZATIONAL FRICTION
Organizations are designed for efficiency and effectiveness, not entrepreneurship.
In this context, clear job descriptions and success metrics are the guideposts;
creating a sense of a certainty, job security, goal attainment and a clear path of
promotion. Entrepreneurs inside see “a better way,” and opportunities to develop
new ideas. They are willing to take on the responsibility as the change agent to make
possibility a reality. But, thinking and acting entrepreneurially can seem at complete
odds with the organization’s need for predictable performance. EI live in a state of
managed discomfort; knowing they are the cause of uneasiness in others due to
their entrepreneurial actions, learning how to help co-workers and leadership work
through the discomfort and trying to find the necessary time and space to explore
what’s possible.
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IDENTITY // managed discomfort

IT’S NOT A JOB
Entrepreneurs inside see themselves as invested owners. They’re not merely executing what’s in front of them, they’ve tapped into something
they care about at work. They’re invested in the organization’s overall mission and in the outcomes of their efforts in support of the mission.
EI describe this as “taking responsibility” which includes figuring out better ways to do things, asking challenging questions, and finding the
connection or fit between creating for oneself and for the organization’s mission. The rewards are great including high levels of engagement
and connection to the work, the knowledge of making a difference, learning and professional development, and the advancement of the
organization.
For some entrepreneurs inside, there is little separation between who they are and what they do. Jess, a storyteller, spent 13 years as an
employee at a community non-profit “working hard” to align who she is with what she does. After creating a new position for herself and
a new storytelling capability for her organization, she no longer sees a separation between work and life—her personal mission and the
organization’s are one. For Jonah, founder and worker-owner in a local food cooperative, it’s about becoming an authentic participant, which
often takes deprogramming from rote, passive behaviors learned through previous employment.

“I am here {my office} very infrequently
because I feel my role is to be within the
community. So you can be literally, in a
very troubled area or house where drugs
are being sold or at a political event in the
same afternoon... changing clothes in the
car. My goal or my role is to make sure that
we are translating Sunday into Monday in
very real and relevant terms.”
—Very Reverend Jeff
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OPERATING OFF THE ORG CHART
Equal to the number of people who are hired into specified roles6 and asked to take on formal change and
innovation responsibilities, there are employees who think and act entrepreneurially outside of the job they
were hired to do. It’s a challenging balancing act that requires managing two identities—one’s official job
title and that of the change agent. For many, there’s a sense that operating off the org chart or cloaking
entrepreneurial activities is the best way to get the chance to explore an opportunity or to develop some
proof of the value of their idea. Jeff, a project manager at a social marketing software company, realized “it’s
natural to run into some barriers at first” because his company feels the role he was hired into is where he
should be maximizing his organizational impact. But Jeff feels the “trick” is to show his company other ways
in which he can add value and achieve high-impact. Other entrepreneurs inside refer to this as “working at the
edges of the firm,” “finding the space between things,” “making like a ghost to get past barriers,” or “seeking
out the nooks and crannies.” Rachel, a rabbi building a 21st century spiritual community, sees herself as an
octopus—“With no skeleton, the octopus... is capable of squeezing through small openings. In my work, I
need to be nimble and responsible, and find those small openings to squeeze through.”

catalyst,
change-maker,
connector

“director
of operations”

THE LABELS OF OTHERS
Most people acting entrepreneurially within an organization, don’t think of or refer to themselves as “intra”
or entrepreneurs. They self-describe as connectors, conveners, catalysts, edge thinkers, change makers/
agents, sparks, bridges, tinkerers, facilitators, innovators, and movers and shakers. Whatever label they
choose, all EI know their role—official or unofficial—causes discomfort within the organization, particularly
among colleagues and team members. Entrepreneurs inside can get labeled as difficult to work with, quirky,
or naive. People new to or struggling in the role feel relieved to find a label that describes (the value and
concept of) “what I do,” and a simpler way to communicate this to others. Those with some experience
in the EI role accept the labels others ascribe to them and work to demonstrate their value to overcome
non-acceptance and resistance. Melissa, a self-described cooperative business developer who has always
thought of herself as facilitator of the group’s vision and capacity developer, realizes it’s often frustrating
and demoralizing to attempt change within an organization. For her, it helps to have a concept for the role.

6 Of our participants, 59% (23) were in informal roles, 41% (16) were in formal roles.
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IDENTITY // managed discomfort

“TOO LITTLE TIME” IS THE WATCHWORD
Time, or lack of it, is often one of the first things entrepreneurs inside share about their experience (whether consciously
or subconsciously). Lack of time and a sense of being overwhelmed unites entrepreneurs inside. It’s something they
instantly recognize in each other and across different organizational contexts. Entrepreneurship requires a different
mode of work and a different approach to time that most organizations cannot or do not accommodate. Paul Graham
(essayist, programmer, investor and co-founder of YCombinator, the Silicon Valley tech accelerator program) describes
this as “maker schedules” versus “manager schedules.” Roles aside, the premise is that a day broken into hourlong chunks is conducive for meetings and communication, but not for work that requires deep thinking, creative
problem-solving, writing or making. This
work necessitates uninterrupted blocks of
time. Today, meetings almost always take
precedence—it can become an obsession
to pack one’s calendar to feel needed or
to avoid loss of status by showing for all
of them—leaving the interrupted work of
entrepreneurship inside to be picked up
and done during the insufficient moments
between meetings or during off-hours.

OPPORTUNITIES
How can we help EI get beyond
being “too busy”: can we redesign
organizational constructs to
accommodate the time needs of
entrepreneurial work or redesign
the concept of a job into a series of
entrepreneurial projects?
How can we create opportunities for
authentic participation?
How do we make trying new things
the norm not the exception?
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02

LEARNING TO SPEAK
THE LANGUAGE
STORYTELLING

29

MOBILIZE

OTHERS TO ACT
Entrepreneurs inside are surrounded by research, data, policies, plans and
PowerPoint decks—great vehicles for communicating the “what” and the “how”
or facts and figures but less useful for explaining the “why.” Stories engage people
affectively7 by helping them align existing values with new possibilities, new choices
and potential outcomes—critical for enlisting others in one’s vision. Stories help
people see why they should change and how they can act. Risk-averse organizations
striving for greater efficiency seek success metrics dependent on research and data.
But, these tools do little to help EI who are working with new ideas in new spaces. For
EI, there is no data to input into existing metric tools. With meager support for how
to develop good storytelling skills, entrepreneurs inside learn by trial-and-error to
decipher what story components work best for their specific context.

7 350.com Workshops: Telling your story workshop developed in collaboration with Marshall Ganz and the New Organizing Institute.
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STORYTELLING // learning to speak the language

A TOOL FOR CONVINCING AND ALIGNMENT
help shape new markets for the organization and regularly “[comes] alongside [his] team”
to help them keep stories in mind to guide what they’re building. As Scott, a VP at a major
health insurance company, tries to create new prevention and wellness programs that
promote healthy behaviors for his organization’s member base he feels he needs to spend
up to 50% of his time “selling” the concept of wellness both internally and externally to
partners and customers. And, Jessica, a special projects director within a philanthropic
foundation, feels she needs to be ready with her story at all times in order to effectively
communicate if asked about something related to her project.

One of the most fundamental jobs for entrepreneurs inside is convincing others to believe in
something unfamiliar, untried, intangible—something that does not exist yet, but is likely
challenging the status quo. Facts and figures while critical to making one’s case, do little
to manifest a possible future or “sense of inevitability” that can motivate and enlist others.
Stories are an important tool for this type of promotion—creating alignment between
ideas and individual and organizational values—and for overcoming resistance to act. For
EI, the story is a proxy for data. Without the compelling and well-articulated story, there is
little perceived value in the idea at early junctures. Chris, who runs innovation and product
development at his software firm, views his role as Chief Storyteller. He uses storytelling to
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BRIDGING COMMUNICATION GAPS
While storytelling can be a powerful tool, it’s important to know and speak the language(s)
of those within the organization or community. Storytellers with underdeveloped skills
tend to overlook the challenge of discovering what communication and language gaps
exist between themselves and their audiences. It takes practice and know-how to learn
how to identify these gaps, and to create stories that speak at different levels. Jamien,
a food infrastructure change agent trying to link local food consumers and producers
together in ways that address food deserts, realized she needed to “become receptive
to the times when communication became a barrier.” Jamien realized she needed to
understand how people were internalizing concepts in order to craft the right story at the
right level of detail. “I would think everyone was on the same page and find out later that
it went completely over some people’s heads and others felt like it was overly simplified.”

It’s also important for entrepreneurs inside to realize that storytelling is not a single act
but an iterative process. As a university president, Danielle understands how critical it is to
create an iterative dialogue. “When you… envision something…, you can be at odds with
the way most {in the university} have been trained to think. So bridging that gap can be a
challenge as a President, because you’ve got to go where they are in their own thinking
and understand what are their concerns, what are their fears, what do they see as the
potential obstacles and then help move that forward… if there is a gap between you, it’s
not going to work. You’re never going to get them to come with you. Allow some time for
it to percolate, go back, and continue to listen to work through.”

gov’t

restaurant
owner

farmer
fisherman
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STORYTELLING // learning to speak the language

corporation

or

OPPORTUNITIES

PROGRESSIVE DISCLOSURE
Borrowing a term from interaction design, several entrepreneurs inside working in formal roles exhibited a communication technique
called progressive disclosure.8 Using this technique, EI sequence information and actions across several groups—starting with only a
small subset of essential people and then spanning out across the broader organization, in a sense enrolling people and resources as
they need them. Scott, an innovator in the wellness space, describes a process where he starts with a one-on-one meetings to get
the buy-in he needs and then gradually moves out to enlist leadership as a group, and finally engages “the masses” throughout the
company. In this way, Scott progressively discloses his story to build critical mass.
The more bureaucratic an organization, the greater the need for progressive disclosure. Flatter organizations work differently.
Community leaders, for instance, communicate the issue out to the whole in order to identify the set of people who are most passionate
about the issue and interested in opting in. They then move inward to find smaller groups who take on tasks. The Very Reverend Jeff,
a head pastor bringing new ideas to his urban community church, describes this as finding those who an issue “calls to.” In a local
food cooperative, Jonah feels the process starts after an idea is floated out to the whole cooperative for a “temperature check.” Once
the appropriate level of interest in the idea is confirmed, they form small sub-committees to begin transforming the idea into reality.

8 According to Experience Dynamics founder Frank Spillers, the technique caught the attention of user interface specialists at an IBM lab
in the 1980’s. The approach was dubbed “training wheels” because the IBM researchers found that hiding advanced functionality early
on and disclosing it progressively led to an increased success of its use later on.
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How can we explicitly teach
storytelling as part of the
entrepreneurship method?
How can we create a new set of
tools to promote entrepreneurial
action beyond the predictive
toolkit of data, process,
planning, and metrics?
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ON THE INSIDE,
LOOKING OUT
COMMUNITY
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A SENSE OF BELONGING

WITHIN

The experience of being an entrepreneur inside can be solitary. Many find themselves
isolated, facing opposition or, depending on their entrepreneurial effort, becoming
a polarizing force. It helps to find others who are living the same experience,
those who share a similar level of passion and engagement around creating within
organizations. Entrepreneurs inside find great value in learning from others facing
similar situations, or “bouncing ideas around” with like-minded people that “get
you.” But few options exist for finding, connecting with, and creating entrepreneur
inside communities.
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COMMUNITY // on the inside, looking out

SEARCHING FOR MY TRIBE
New venture entrepreneurs can easily fill their calendar with
social events, head to co-working spaces or coffee shops, or stop
in at innovation centers designed to foster connection among
the entrepreneurial community. Not so for entrepreneurs inside.
There is a scarcity of internal and external channels for them to
connect with like-minded people. Industry norms of competition
verses collaboration typically shun sharing of innovations across
organizations. Internally, many find few who can relate to the
entrepreneur inside experience or run headlong into “silos” that
make it difficult to make or find connections. In the wake of these
factors, many entrepreneurs look outside for connection. Rob,
president of a bicycle design, engineering and manufacturing
company, used to participate in group meetings, but found the
“return on time investment” wasn’t high enough to continue.
Today, he turns to individuals within his organization—“with
mixed results”—and to a few close friends. Amy, a special
projects manager for a public transit authority who is developing
new transit routes and agency decision-making processes, turns
to personal and professional friends outside of her organization.
Robin, a senior financial advisor building her own business within
a major investment firm, has been part of a group of women who
began meeting 10 years ago. “It does take some time to build
trust, so it’s not particularly useful as a flash in the pan, few
sessions thing. It was valuable because the job itself is lonely and
without an opportunity to ask for help in a safe environment. It is
an effective and supportive vehicle.”
At their core, these communities are safe zones, places that
create a sense of belonging, a source of renewed energy or
simply a great inspirational hangout. Chris, a CEO of a custom
shoe manufacturing company, feels he needs spiritual support
most of the time, “someone to tell me that I already know the
right thing to do... give me energy and a kick in the rump.” He
reaches out to his heroes. “It makes me feel like they keep letting
me buy them lunch not because they need a free lunch, but

OPPORTUNITIES
How can we create EI learning
communities outside of the
organization structure?
How can we create physical and virtual
meeting spaces across disciplines and
industries for EI to share best practices
and garner support in a collaborative
and trusted environment?
How can we build purposeful tribes
within organization with the sole
purpose of supporting and enhancing
entrepreneurial thinking and acting?

because I am actually doing things that they of super hero status
might find interesting. Then they say something and I am over the
moon and reminded why I seek them out.” Danielle, a university
president, regularly meets with a local entrepreneur who started
a brewery. “We have no business that we do together, but we
talk about ideas. We talk about moving organizations. We talk
about ways to strengthen Maine. How can we contribute to the
economy and the ethos of the state and make it better?”
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WITH

WORKING ESTABLISHED

ORGANIZATIONAL CONSTRUCTS
The intersection of organizational structure, strategy, and people create the ecosystem that EI
operate within. They either “start up” where they work and draw on whatever resources exist
within the organization, or they choose an organization with intent based on its reputation for
creativity and innovation. Every organization provides a framework and set of cultural “norms”
that can heighten or diminish entrepreneurship. Every entrepreneur inside works to unpack these
constructs in order to find the possible paths forward.
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ECOSYSTEM // accord or collision?

INSIDE OF A FRAMEWORK
Entrepreneurs inside self-describe the ecosystem they inhabit as a “framework.”
Supportive or dysfunctional, it’s their home base, the construct they work within and
their “jumping off point.” The framework encompasses many things: it’s the institutional
knowledge accumulated over a period of years, it’s the personal relationships with
team members, it’s the mission and goal of the organization—the thinking behind
what everyone hopes to accomplish, it’s the infrastructure and resources at one’s
disposal. The framework allows entrepreneurs inside to “take what’s already there
and figure out new ways to put it together,” to acquire and apply an appreciable volume
of organizational knowledge in ways that create new value. Hannah, a food systems
activator, states, “I don’t think about it very often, but there is a theory behind what we
do. And that theory is embedded into our programs and how we run our organization.
I don’t have to create any of that, it already existed, so there is very much a foundation
or framework that I can jump off of and work inside of.”

HOW FAR OUTSIDE THE NORM
Frameworks also include cultural norms. Entrepreneurs inside can find themselves working in either formal
or informal roles within organizations that have strong or weak entrepreneurial cultures. How far outside the
“norm” they are can have tremendous impact on their experience. Organizations with weak entrepreneurial
cultures and no formal roles are one of the toughest places to be. Entrepreneurs here are very far outside the
norm, have little to no support and spend all their energy battling dissent. For those with formal roles in weak
entrepreneurial cultures, a significant amount of time must be spent educating and building allies and then
maintaining “presence of mind” as you transform the culture. The lucky few are those in formal or informal
roles within a strong entrepreneurial culture. Their norm is one of experimentation.
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WHAT OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
CAN LEARN FROM COOPERATIVES
LRN, a consultant guiding organizations through culture change, is striving to be a selfgoverning company. In this model, employees make decisions based on alignment with
the company’s mission and values rather than in response to a leadership directive.
In both examples, the organizations are supporting behavior over structure; they are
working to release human agency.

While we in no way dismiss the unique differences between organization types,
entrepreneurs inside corporations, non-profits, government agencies, and religious
entities share remarkably similar experiences. Cooperatives, specifically workerowner cooperative models, present quite differently. Inside a cooperative, there’s an
expectation that each worker-owner will be a “full and authentic” participant in crafting
a “mutually-agreed policy” for the organization. This mutual accountability becomes in
essence “the boss.” Decision-making is set at all levels of the organization, allowing
everyone to contribute to and shape the organization and to honor both individual
vision and accountability to the group. Cooperatives also tend to measure success
in human terms—benefit to the community, happiness, and worker engagement—
metrics we don’t usually use for performance.
Many organizations are already taking a page from the cooperative playbook. They
are creating new organizational models that give people freedom to identify and act
on opportunities and are working to develop new ways to measure value. Valve, a
videogame maker in Washington, has no managers or company assigned project work.
The organization’s nearly 300 employees enlist each other to work on things of interest
to them. Waning interest or an unwillingness for a lead to step up usually results in
project termination. The market provides feedback on what works and what doesn’t.

BEING MINDFUL OF HABITS
Organizations and the individuals who inhabit them develop many habits, but there
are few places where habits are decoded or deliberately cultivated and/or rewarded.
Lack of entrepreneurial action is often blamed on structure, culture, and the trade
off between short-term gains versus long-term value, which is only symptomatic of
a greater root cause–an organization’s inability (even dysfunction) to break certain
habits in an effort to encourage individual entrepreneurial activity. Disengaged
employees learn habits that make it hard to be an authentic participant or someone
invested in the organization and its mission. Habits reinforce past behavior and make
new behaviors difficult to embed. As an organizational construct, habits can greatly
diminish the capability of the organization to express an entrepreneurial culture leaving
entrepreneurs inside to shoulder the work of building new habits.
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THE ENTREPRENEURIAL CONTINUUM
New venture creation and working for organizations are considered separate life paths. But entrepreneurs of all kinds
see it as a bi-directional path and take advantage of what each context has to offer, sometimes simultaneously. Some
employees grow into an entrepreneurial role. Depending on the organization’s culture, this can take a significant
length of time. Jess, a storyteller for a community non-profit, spent 13 years before she realized how to bring her
work and personal entrepreneurial goals together. Others may begin to realize that their ideas are not aligned with
the organization’s framework and be compelled to start their own venture. New venture entrepreneurs often return
to organizations to gain different experiences—to inhabit a role that will teach them a new skill, to take on different
challenges that start-ups don’t afford, or, to gain the stability and security of an established organization during a life
cycle change. Once inside, they continue to think and act like entrepreneurs, which can cause some tension. Given the
risk of losing people to the new venture world, some organizations choose to withhold investment in entrepreneurial
employees, but the benefits might outweigh the risks. Rob, a bike manufacturer describes it this way, “Some of my most
intense disagreements with our Board... have been regarding my interest in fostering entrepreneurship. It certainly is a
double-edged sword. On the negative side, we are teaching and helping future competitors. There is also an argument
that {it} requires a lot of resources that don’t have a good return on investment, particularly if the employee leaves...I
don’t think these concerns outweigh the benefits... being more connected to the business, truly appreciating the
opportunity for experimentation, fostering a sense of trust, and counter-intuitively engendering a stronger loyalty to
the existing business.”

OPPORTUNITIES
How can we create mindful cultures
that make entrepreneurial activity the
norm rather than the exception?
How can we identify and break habits that
are inhibiting entrepreneurship inside?
How can we design an
entrepreneurship habit?

entrep.
inside

new
venture

employee
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What new organizational models can be
built off of cooperative principles?
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AND

HARDEST TO GAIN
EASIEST TO LOSE
Accomplishing something unpredictable (entrepreneurship at its core) within a
prediction-driven structure (most organizations at their core) requires a wealth of the
right social connections. Social capital gives entrepreneurs inside the authority to act
and to try new things. Acceptance into social networks creates reputation and builds
trust, and it provides the currency and leverage that EI need. But, gaining credibility
can only be achieved over time and by demonstrating success. Until then, with no
proof point of value, consistency in one’s ability to commit, to act, and to followthrough are the only currency entrepreneurs can trade on. Missteps in managing
organization personalities can quickly erode hard-earned capital leading to damaged
reputations, loss of autonomy and/or the trust of others and jeopardized career
growth. And even if these outcomes never come to fruition, the perception of social
capital loss can be paralyzing.
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SOCIAL CAPITAL // earning the freedom to act

BREAKING BOUNDARIES
VP’s or EVP’s... sometimes I end up on a committee and sometimes I just put myself
out there so they know where to find me. After you do all that, report back to your
peers, your manager or anyone that might find what you learned relevant. Become a
conduit for positive information flow in both directions...” Ed, the director of a coalition
for dramatically increasing the number and diversity of those successfully completing
college, considers every encounter as an opportunity to get buy-in or to line up future
collaborators. Peter, a defense department acquisition analyst, tries to include people
who wouldn’t “normally be considered” as network connections. “The more you
can regularly connect with folks from other divisions, skill sets, and customers, the
increased chances someone can offer you a fresh perspective or connection.” Stepping
up and taking risks to explore can draw attention from key people and senior leadership
within the organization, but success steps along the way are critical to converting this
attention into a trusted relationship.

It’s a paradox that many entrepreneurs inside have potential access to an organization’s
vast resources, both material and human, yet find themselves stymied by the chain
of command or isolated within a silo. Most know they must look for opportunities to
meet the right people—those who can say yes, provide executive support, offer a
fresh perspective, and lend organizational skills and knowledge. To do so, they have
developed techniques that allow them to cut across the organization or community,
and up and down the hierarchy. It takes a tremendous amount of time and patience.
Mark, a software engineer, describes the process this way, “It doesn’t mean you
can’t (or shouldn’t) talk to more senior people. I find opportunities to meet the execs.
I go to company wide meetings. I make a point of asking questions. I stay after the
meeting and I try to get a moment to talk to the presenter. Often the speakers are

Social technologies such as LinkedIn, Twitter, blogs and corporate social media, are
playing an increasing role in building social capital. Some entrepreneurs inside are
using them to break through organizational boundaries, reaching outside to bring
new thinking and ideas to their work. With the introduction of such tools comes
new ways of working—self-organizing teams, cross-pollination between industries,
crowdsourcing—that many organizations are not adept with nor adapted to. Peter,
a defense department acquisition analyst, describes the benefits of connecting
with people across the organization, within his industry and outside of his industry.
“Leveraging Twitter, LinkedIn, and other websites has been invaluable for collaborating
to generate ideas, mature strategies, and implement solutions. Breaking out of the
standard roles and org chart communication channels has helped me. Transitioning
from the strict command and control org structures to a more dynamic model with self
organizing teams, leveraging the web to collaborate, and crowdsourcing solutions and
innovations.” Nathaniel, currently working on self-organized innovation in philanthropy,
feels part of his mission as an entrepreneur inside is to help organizations leverage
people power, “Organizations can be powerful structures for coordinating collective
action, but in a networked age, they need to radically adjust their practices. EI
understand this and develop strategies for innovating within organizational contexts.”
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MEETING OPPOSITION
you are going to spend an intense amount of your time navigating social situations—
more than most would expect (and definitely more than I expected). For someone that
gets great satisfaction out of ‘doing’ and ‘making’—this can be crushing and make
you feel as though you are spinning your wheels. Those are times when I almost give
up—which brings me to understand success as a constant that exists until you quit.” As
she tries to build a 21st century spiritual community, Rachel feels the first response she
receives when proposing a new way of thinking is the naysayers voice—”I’ve heard
why my idea is defective, disrespectful to those who have come before me, etc. But,
when I’ve achieved success, some of those same folks are eager to claim me as their
own, celebrate my creativity and hold me up as the poster child for their institutions.”
To succeed long term, entrepreneurs inside must have the support of multiple people,
but they can’t take it for granted that they will get it. A careful and thoughtful process
of gaining the trust and respect of others helps build a path to success.

Opposition to ideas is an expected part of the experience, (in fact, some feel it’s not
entrepreneurship inside unless there is opposition), but it’s a developed skill to sort
through what opposition is simply resistance to change, and what opposition can
help hone and shape ideas. An idea might not fail because it was poor, but because
“change was going to be
resisted by some people in the
“it’s not
organization.” In navigating
“we tried
how we
this nexus, entrepreneurs
that before”
do things
inside are risking their social
around here”
capital. Emily, executive
“no one
director of a cooperative puts
asked me”
it this way, “In order to ensure
success in light of this reality,

LEARNING TO LISTEN
Perhaps the ultimate tool is developing an ability to listen—to
develop empathy by reading between the lines and understand
what people are and are not saying. Entrepreneurs inside learn
to decipher what’s really being communicated by building
empathy for the person they are interacting with—understanding
what they need, what it costs them to accomplish their own
goals, and what they are really communicating by their action
(or lack thereof). An empathic and skilled listener can hear past
the surface communication and understand how to adjust their
own communication to engage others. Amy, a special projects
director for a public transit authority, discusses how she spends
time doing research to anticipate outcomes before meeting with
others who can lend support. A kind of opposition research, she
thinks less about “asking” for support and more about what she’s
trying to accomplish to help her be a better interpreter of what’s
being said and a better persuader.

what i’m saying

what i’m thinking...
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SOCIAL CAPITAL // earning the freedom to act

WHEN LOSS HAPPENS
Loss of social capital can impact an entrepreneur inside’s ability to do future work. Many learn quickly that letting
emotions get out of hand or losing perspective can “taint” relationships. The consequences can be everything from
strained relations to losing someone who you rely on. Failing at an entrepreneurial effort in some organizations can
result in diminishment of one’s role or “being put in a corner.” Others can be branded as someone difficult to work with,
or worse, be bypassed by the organization and replaced with someone else who takes on the responsibility.

OPPORTUNITIES
How can we mitigate the perceived loss of
social capital for entrepreneurs inside?
How can we create intentional social
networks for the purpose of designing
and shaping opportunities inside
organizations?

“Keeping centered and maintaining perspective is
huge! Without those elements you can go off the
rails and lose clients and or people you rely on
either by them leaving or tainting the relationship.
If you handle things calmly then you almost always
come out on top or at least get respect and
maintain your relationships for the future.”
—Chris

How can we better utilize social media
networks to build social capital for
entrepreneurs inside?
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STRENGTHENING AN ORGANIZATION’S

RESPONSE SYSTEM

Entrepreneurs inside have embraced experimentation. Many of the
organizations they work in have not. It’s not surprising; experimentation
can be tough to operationalize or support. As one EI put it, “I try to remind
myself that they don’t see what they’re doing as killing innovation, they see
it as making sure everyone’s following the rules so we have some standard
operating procedures and things don’t devolve into chaos.” Entrepreneurs
inside know that pushing past what you know, or creating new ways of
thinking cannot happen without experimentation—you have to act your way
into knowing. Capturing what’s learned from each attempt is key to “knowing
what not to do next time around or discovering another way down the road.”
Experimentation strengthens an organization’s success and failure responses,
critical to adaptation and growth.
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UNCERTAINTY // try. learn. build. adapt.

OVERCOMING SELF-DOUBT
Perhaps the first hurdle for EI to overcome when attempting to create something new is their own self-doubt.
Living in a state of being where you have to constantly prove yourself, and defend your ideas can play havoc
with your confidence level. David, developing sustainable innovation and behavior in business through selforganization, describes a heightened level of self-awareness and “stick-to-itness” necessary to develop the
confidence to overcome worries that one’s focused on a bad idea, trying something that already failed before
or duplicating another effort. Rob, president of a bicycle manufacturing company, relies on a strong belief in
himself and his ideas as the foundation for sorting out dissenting opinions. “Sometimes they’ll be right and
sometimes they’ll be wrong. One of the tricks is figuring out which is which—and in that space is where most
of the {EI} learning lives.” Testing one’s assumptions can be extremely difficult when in a state of self-doubt
resulting in decision-paralysis and/or an inability to act.
Having ready support at hand can be critical for continuing on. Feeling loss of momentum, gaps of expertise,
the need to take a fresh look at the problem, the need for confirmation that you’re on the right path, or lack of
experience can all trigger a need to seek out advice. If the support is not available, many entrepreneurs inside
manage without it, but not without lingering doubts and sometimes resentment. As Ed, a coalition director
says, “...it would be advantageous to be relentless, and have a short memory with respect to disappointment
and missed opportunities. Reflect, and just keep striving forward, as hard as that may be. I struggle
with it sometimes.”

CULTIVATING CREATIVE CONFLICT
In the Social Capital experience element, we note skills entrepreneurs
need to develop in order to sort through different types of opposition—that
which is simply resistance to change versus opposition that helps to hone
ideas and shape opportunities. Monika, a teacher on special assignment
building a school district innovation lab, realized that, “We’ve learned
to view critique as the end. Instead, we could be viewing critiquing as a
narrowing down, of making us better—what we failed at is now focused
in on. That’s great news. I thought I knew nothing, [but] now I see I’m only
missing this much.” Christine, a VP at a global research firm, seeks out
collaborators who can think critically and help her shape her ideas, “...
finding people who can both love your idea but will also tell you all the
ways it’s a mess AND what to do to fix it are a real gift. I have people like
that at work who are close friends and hugely valuable collaborators.”

oof!
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“I HAVE NOT FAILED. I’VE JUST FOUND 10,000 WAYS THAT WON’T WORK”9
Success can and should be shared and celebrated. The prevailing thought around
failure, however, is that it’s something to safeguard against and if it occurs, kept quiet.
But, entrepreneurs inside, don’t see success and failure in such absolute terms—they
see failure and success as opportunities for learning and growth, for sharpening one’s
ability to recover quickly and to adapt, and to also acquire information that no one else
has. For Peter, a defense department acquisition analyst, his personal view of failure
is “not achieving an attempted goal,” but he takes the lessons learned from a failed
pursuit and looks for another chance to try or develops a new goal based on what
he’s learned. In the process, he’s found a way to navigate organizational constructs
that hinder experimentation. “Too often in business today, organizations, particularly
in government, have become very risk adverse and view failure as a career death
sentence. They develop extensive policies, reviews, and take conservative strategies
to develop a new product or implement a new initiative. This crushes innovation and
increases the risk considerably for any effort. The smaller you can structure the effort,
the quicker you can accomplish the win, but if it fails, it is a small failure and ideally

a learning opportunity in the broader effort.” Melissa, a cooperative worker-owner,
sees failure as a core catalyst to help organizations become “robust.” “My brother is a
biomimetic roboticist—he studies and compares natural and engineered systems. And
something he said about the robustness of systems once has really stuck with me: the
most robust systems are not the best engineered ones, they’re the ones that recover
best from failure. And that’s why nature is more awesome than robots. I think about
this all the time. Failure is built into existence. It’s all in how you adjust to it and recover
from it, what you learn, how you change.” Scott, a VP in the wellness space, looks
at milking success as a debilitating habit and works to develop his capability to keep
applying what’s learned. “You’re constantly thinking, okay great, this worked really
well, but what’s the next thing? How do we make it better? Because I’ve seen this
I don’t know how many times, where you do your thing, it works really well, you’re
very proud of it, you love it to death and then suddenly it’s becoming irrelevant... and
before you know it, somebody (there are lot of smart people out there), they’re doing
it differently and better.”

success rate

“The most robust systems are not
the best engineered ones, they’re
the ones that recover best from
failure. And that’s why nature is more
awesome than robots. I think about
this all the time. Failure is built into
existence. It’s all in how you adjust to
it and recover from it, what you
learn, how you change.”
—Melissa

idea 1

idea 2

idea 3

time
9 Thomas Edison
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UNCERTAINTY // try. learn. build. adapt.

IT TAKES TIME AND PATIENCE
Timing is everything when implementing change within an organization
or community. First, it simply takes longer to translate ideas especially
where there are layers of people involved in the process. It’s also
important to know when to push forward and when to step back
and wait for conditions to be more advantageous. Learning how to
recognize when the timing isn’t right allows entrepreneurs inside to
keep important ideas from getting killed before gathering the right
support. Christine, a VP of global research, has put ideas on “the
back burner” for long periods to wait until the timing seemed more
favorable. “One idea I’m working on now is something that a colleague
proposed in 2009. It’s been off and on for a long time, but the idea
is too important to drop. And now we’re getting some critical mass of
support from outside of our team and it’s about making sure we don’t
lose momentum.”
As with anything new, if it’s too unfamiliar to people or they’re
not brought along during the process, it may make it through
implementation, but fail miserably. Pam, an executive director of a
community development organization, recalls walking with “heavy
footsteps” past a modern home her organization helped to build which
the community neighborhood outright rejected. While Pam knows this
is eventually the direction that housing in this community should take,
she accepts that the community was not ready to begin adoption.

“There were things said in the
process like, ‘This is too complex.
We’re not ready. This isn’t going
to work.’ And I, at the end of the
year, came back and looked at
my proposal and I thought, I think
they’re right. I don’t think we’re
ready. This is not the next step for
us. So we put that idea aside, and
put it on the shelf for later.”
– Danielle

OPPORTUNITIES
How can we develop programs
that allow EI to experiment inside
organizations?
How can we shift the mindset of
individuals and the organizations
for whom they work from failure
to intentional iteration and
experimentation?
How can we increase the pace
at which opportunities can be
implemented inside organizations?
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EXPERTISE & KNOWING
HOW TO GET THINGS DONE

Knowing how to act entrepreneurially does not always come naturally. It is not a
generally accepted topic found in new employee orientations. Figuring it out takes
a combination of outside knowledge and experiential learning. Entrepreneurs
inside suffer from lack of precedents in their organization—others who think and act
entrepreneurially—and as a result, are either forced to look elsewhere for insight or
to learn it on the job. Always pressed for time, outside sources of knowledge for EI
must be efficient and expeditious.
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LEARNING/RELEARNING // know-what and know-how

DE-EDUCATION
Part of being an entrepreneur is unlearning prior behaviors that don’t serve anymore.
Behavioral habits that no longer work include disengagement, perfectionism, working
to one’s performance evaluation, holding onto an idea too tightly, executing the ideas
of others or practicing the “hand-off,” where organizational problems get passed along
with no real action taken by anyone. EI can only adjust how they work by recognizing
habits that are holding them back. Only then can new they begin to shape new behaviors
such as increased participation, taking ownership and responsibility, and thinking
independently. Unlearning can be one of the most difficult tasks for entrepreneurs
inside. Jonah, a founder of a local food co-op, likens it to “deprogramming.” Jessica,
a change agent working in a non-profit foundation, considers herself a “control freak,”
making it difficult to pass on responsibilities to others without contributing to every
step. She realizes that this makes things more difficult, and that it’s necessary to
entrust others during the process of bringing an idea into fruition. Entrepreneurship
inside without shared ownership and creation is an almost impossible path.

TWO TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE BUILDING
That entrepreneurs inside need to build domain knowledge—the expertise in their
industry, product, service or field—is no surprise. Without it, credibility is diminished.
But while domain knowledge is necessary, it’s not sufficient when working inside
organizations. Building organizational knowledge is paramount for an EI to
succeed. Organizational knowledge is about “know-how.” It’s the tacit, experiential
understanding of how an organization works. It’s knowing what you are getting into,
reading the landscape of the organization, and grasping the history and politics of the
players. Without organizational knowledge, the chances of succeeding are slim. To
build this type of knowledge, EI must think like an anthropologist—learning context
and history—while at same discovering and responding to new information.
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SCHOOL ME ONLY WHEN NECESSARY
In the same way that new venture entrepreneurs learn informally,
entrepreneurs inside learn on the job. Most say that “none of their
schooling prepared [them] for this [way of working].” The number and
different types of responsibilities EI must shoulder can stretch their
knowledge capacity to the limit. Additionally, lack of organizational
training and development can lengthen the learning curve. Yet,
few are motivated to return to formal education until they hit a
roadblock in promotion or are refused the opportunity to take on
new responsibilities. Hannah, a food systems activator, is aware that
she’s reaching a point where she judges herself unable to take on
certain responsibilities which will continue to expand her role in the
organization. She knows that more schooling is an option, but she
wants to push her capacity to see what she can accomplish without it,
and will return to school only if necessary.

education

“I’m trying to identify the next
educational pieces I need,but
prefer learning in an applied way.
Maybe that makes me more likely
to do entrepreneurial work. I’d
much rather organize a project
than write a paper.” — Hannah
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workplace

more education
required

BOOK SMART
With few precedents or mentors, EI often turn to
the churn of business books, publications and
industry conferences as a guide to innovate within
their industry. Given their time constraints, if
they’re not listening to audio books during their
daily commute, EI will use social media, journals,
articles and blogs as quick and constant sources
of the latest buzz. Social media follow features
allow EI to monitor “smart and interesting” people
and thought leaders who point to new sources for
thinking and ideas.

LEARNING/RELEARNING // know-what and know-how

DRAWING FROM LIFE EXPERIENCES
Several EI recall early life or career experiences which helped them internalize learned behaviors that play a guiding role in new
contexts. Adam, an organizer working to reduce obesity rates in his community, cites “working to end dysfunction in my family”
as his first entrepreneurial “venture” and has carried the learning from this experience into each new entrepreneurial endeavor
in schools, companies and communities. Danielle, a university president, internalized an “opportunity always” mindset from
watching her grandmother turn every mistake into a new opportunity. When one idea is flailing, she often looks for another context
or opportunity to apply it within. Pam, the executive director of a rural housing development non-profit, describes how the methods
she developed as a pajama designer are the same she’s applying to housing development in rural communities. “I was able to
go out and shop for new trends, design sample garments, then produce the garments and sell them all through a one stop shop.
The whole (fashion) process took 6-12 months. Eventually I was able to bring that down to 5 months at 75% reduction in price. So
I followed those kinds of methods on every product line I’ve ever [been part of]—how do you do it faster, more efficient and more
interesting, and make it so it’s accessible to most people. In a sense they seem quite different, housing and jammies, but it turns
out they’re quite the same.”

OPPORTUNITIES
How can we help people and
organizations develop an “unlearning
curve?”
How can we help people reshape old
habits to yield new entrepreneurial
behaviors?
How can we capture and share tacit
knowledge?

“I have been an intrapreneur
since very young, beginning with
working to end dysfunction at
home, and then school,
and then my jobs.”
— Adam
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How can we better guide experiential
learning on the job?
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MAKING IT EASY FOR

OTHERS TO INVEST
For new venture entrepreneurs, “investment” is reserved for raising capital.
However, for entrepreneurs inside, the urgent investment need is the support from
executives and other employees in the form of sponsorship, resources, time and
skills. To successfully win the investment of others, EI must understand what the
implementation of an idea is going to cost people in the organization and, more
importantly, how the investment will benefit others and the organization. The
capacity to influence is paramount as others in the organization control resources,
limit access, hold critical knowledge and have valuable skills. Being prepared to
address the limitations of traditional Evaluation metrics can help prevent ideas from
being killed off too quickly.
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INVESTMENT // getting to yes

STRATEGIC EXECUTIVE SPONSORSHIP

Coming up with the idea is not the hard part. Getting permission to implement it is often
a hurdle. It helps to have someone with a secure position and authority in your corner.
When executive sponsors believe in an EI, they are willing to put their reputation on the
line and lend “borrowed credibility.” Sponsors sell your proposal further up the leadership
chain or clear roadblocks that may impede progress. They provide resources, protection
and space for new ideas and change efforts to take shape. Success is necessary to ensure
continued sponsorship. Without evidence of success, sponsors may be unwilling to further
risk reputation or to lose their own precious social capital.
Gaining executive investment necessitates making it easy for sponsors to say yes. EI must be prepared to make a case about
how one’s idea aligns with the organization’s vision—to demonstrate a potential future and create a “sense of inevitability.”
Christine, a VP at a global research firm, describes the challenge of getting sponsorship investment this way, “Support that
requires someone to put a stake in the ground (make a pitch to senior executives, ask for funding, etc.) is harder to come by. Not
that all people disagree with my idea or me, but they don’t want to be invested themselves. They can’t or don’t want to be in the
line of fire. Those are times when I need to re-assess and ask if my idea is off, or if I’m communicating it badly, or if the person I
need support from isn’t going to help for other reasons.”

VETTING AND EVALUATION

EI employ several strategies for gaining investment and permission to execute. All of them require preparedness to demonstrate
both the value of an idea and a feasible path toward execution. EI are prepared to answer how the idea relates to the organization’s
mission, what value it provides to customers or partners, what success looks like, the likelihood of achieving it and at what costs
to the organization. EI often get started with simple question sets designed to aid decision-making. These become codified over
time and in some cases turn into formal programmatic tools that include everything from collaborative web platforms for detailed,
guided proposal submittal to help in identifying cross-organization integration and collaboration opportunities.

OPPORTUNITIES
How can we hack the proposal
process to allow EI to act on ideas
more quickly?
How can we codify the types of
success needed to gain continued
investment?

Other strategies address the concern that data and traditional metrics are inadequate as evaluation tools when considering
entrepreneurial projects. These strategies foster small-scale experiments that serve to give people practice in how to go from an
initial idea to “making (and seeing) something happen.” Chris, who runs innovation and product development at his software firm,
has created a program where EI can propose something that can be accomplished and evaluated in under 30 days. Rather than
spending precious time vetting the idea, EI describe the result they’re hoping for, act on the idea and report back on the outcome. Chris describes the benefits
of such a program this way, “Before we created Lower Case Initiatives (LCIs), people had ideas but they came out as complaints… Once we created LCIs,
two things happened—first, people started realizing that they could try things, and two, they learned that their understanding of cause and effect weren’t
as accurate as reality. This helped them have deeper and better understandings on how to get things right. Some people have now done 4 or 5 LCIs in a
row and they’re clearly on their way to becoming an initiative champion.” Other organizations work with crowdsourcing tools to “get a show of hands for
what projects, products, processes are of interest to the employees of the company” or consensus tools to empower people to take and facilitate action in
a collective manner.
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// elements of the entrepreneurs inside experience

09

DISTRIBUTING
OWNERSHIP
TEAM
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MANAGING COLLECTIVE

CONTRIBUTION

Entrepreneurs are told to build a great team rather than perfect an emergent idea.
Prevailing wisdom is that success is rarely dependent on the quality of the emergent
idea, but deeply dependent on how well the idea is executed by the team. But, EI
often have little control over the assembly of teams or team building processes.
With an organizational emphasis on idea generation and vetting, potential team
members tend to be considered as a unit of bandwidth rather than an assortment
of individuals with varying personalities, behaviors, knowledge and skills. In this
context, EI are often left to the critical, effort-intense task of identifying and building
the relationships that produce effective entrepreneurial teams.
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TEAM // distributing ownership

SEEDING A SENSE OF CO-OWNERSHIP
To gain hands-on help from co-workers in the form of time and
expertise, entrepreneurs inside must become great relationship
and engagement managers. Patty, a cultural change agent at
a human services organization now understands “what it costs
others to change... especially those who have a vested interest in
maintaining business-as-usual modes of operating.” Navigating
this “history dynamic” requires understanding the nuances
of costs and motivations to find leverage points. Patty states,
“Once I find those leverage points, I can then begin testing my
ideas to see if I am going to be able to succeed.” Amy, a special
projects manager at a transit authority has learned that sharing
ownership of work builds solid relationships and makes it easier
to enlist others in her efforts. “I’ve had more success with oneon-one relationships, building trust and empowering others
by sharing ownership of projects.” Eduardo, a development
executive with a Chamber of Commerce who is bringing
crowdsourcing capabilities to his local community, describes
the process as translating acceptance to help into tangible value
and recognition for others. “I look for opportunities to make a
connection. If I have a strong relationship with them, I am able
to move projects in the direction needed. It’s about looking for a
way to add value and recognition to {others} work.” EI are aware
that it’s not always a reciprocal relationship. One EI puts it this
way, “{The relationship is} a give and take, at times... or even
just a take. I extract expertise and ideas... and perhaps, I’ve
added value and helped raise the profile of the organization. But
I can’t {always} say that I’ve given much back myself. “
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MAPPING THE LAYER CAKE
Finding these specialists can be tough work. Christine, a VP at a research organization,
describes it this way, “Right now in most companies, certainly in mine, you either spend
a lot of time figuring out who you need, or you happen to find that person by accident.
I think an internal referral program, like the 800 numbers they use for finding lawyers
would be good. You’d call up and say, “here’s where I need help -- I need a financial
perspective on my product,” or “I need to talk to someone who understands R&D.” And
the referral service would set you up with an appointment with the person you need to
talk to.”

EI tend to be great taxonomists mapping the behaviors of others from all “layers of
the {organizational} cake.” This classification helps EI develop the right engagement
skills and tactics for managing assigned team members. In addition to developing great
one-on-one relationships with people who prefer certainty or current ways of doing
things, EI sometimes need to adopt avoidance tactics to manage others deemed “red
lights”—those people who are not enjoying their work, unwilling to engage or worse,
actively “tearing down others.” Classifying people into categories also help EI identify
hidden allies or potential resources that can provide critical knowledge and skills.
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TEAM // distributing ownership

DIY ORG CHARTS
As EI create opportunities for themselves, they often have the
opportunity to pull others along with them. Jess, an entrepreneurial
storyteller at a community non-profit, approached a colleague about
the possibility of taking over her current role and responsibilities
and made this part of her entrepreneurial venture pitch to senior
leadership. Her colleague was eager to move into a new area and take
on new responsibilities. For flat or community-based organizations
who often have an expressed entrepreneurial culture, colleagues who
are normally peers, suddenly find themselves creating managerial and
subordinate roles to gain traction in idea execution.

“I knew there was another
person on staff that was looking
for another additional challenge
in her role and the public policy
work was a perfect fit for her.
So, I found homes for the work
that I did. My opportunity really
wouldn’t cost the organization
anything and it would actually
provide opportunities.”

OPPORTUNITIES
How can we make it easier for EI
to access the full range of human
resources whether inside or outside
of the organization?
What systems or tools can we create
to better align skills and ideas?
How can we create dynamic feedback
systems to create more effective
teams?
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THE ENTREPRENEUR
(EXPERIENCE) IMPERATIVE
To create a groundswell of entrepreneurship, we need to rethink what entrepreneurship is and what it can be. Entrepreneurs
transform opportunity into reality and create economic and social value for themselves and for others. While we’re supportive
of entrepreneurial behavior in the world of start-ups, we haven’t successfully translated or sponsored that behavior inside
organizations. The experiences of new venture creators and entrepreneurs inside (those thinking and acting entrepreneurially
within organizations) show us the method is the same even if the contexts and currencies vary. The table to the right depicts some
of those contextual differences and begins to examine how each element of the entrepreneur experience is weighted differently.
By deeply understanding the experiences of entrepreneurs of all kinds and engaging both new venture entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurs inside in the conceptual development of wholly new experiences, we are advancing entrepreneurship as a natural
behavior for problem-solving and creating, one that can be translated into the workplace or the world.
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ELEMENT

NEW VENTURE ENTREPRENEURS

Identity

NVE construct identities to gain credibility and acceptance
into specific startup communities.

EI manage two identities, their official and unofficial
roles.

Community

The practice of entrepreneurship can be isolating so NVE
and have any number of face-to-face and technology
channels to connect.

Life as an EI is also lonely. It’s hard to find “your tribe”
within many organizations. Few tend to look outside their
industry or domain.

Stories as a tool for learning, sharing, and assimilating
into the entrepreneurship culture.

Stories are “progressively disclosed” to build buy-in for
their idea. Stories are a tool for convincing and alignment.

Ecosystem

Physical places where entrepreneurial culture is local,
visible, and accessible in day-to-day interactions creates
a draw for and density of NVE.

Push boundaries of cultural “norms.” They must cultivate
skills to know the tacit components of the org ecosystem
in order to succeed.

Social Capital

Focus on purposeful networks. Acceptance into a micro-network (e.g. tech startup accelerator program) creates instant
access to social capital and confers credibility and status.

Social capital is critical for EI to create “spaces of permission”—loss of social capital is the biggest and most real
risk.

Uncertainty

Reframing failure as intentional iteration allows NVE to
develop the skills needed to respond to uncertainty.
Opposition is used to shape ideas.

EI must distinguish two types of opposition—resistance
to change that can kill new ideas prematurely versus that
which shapes ideas. EI must learn to balance their vision
and that of the organization’s.

Learning and
Relearning

Practice is key—learning is inseparable from doing.
Traditional education or corporate training and experience necessitates relearning.

Little to no tools for learning inside. Books play a big
role as do journals and industry-based conferences and
workshops.

Investment

NVE experience pre-funding stress disorder—fundraising remains one of the most taxing elements of the
experience.

EI need investment beyond funds—they need executive
support and the investment of other’s time.

Team

Many NVE are under prepared when people-related issues
take center stage. A good team can pivot past a mediocre
idea, garner investment, and provide support through a
bumpy ride.

EI often have little control over who their team members
will be. Creating a sense of ownership and participation
along with a sponsor to run block and tackle for the team
is critical.

Storytelling

ENTREPRENEURS INSIDE
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ABOUT THE BABSON
ENTREPRENEUR EXPERIENCE LAB
The Babson Entrepreneur Experience Lab, a partnership between Babson College and the Business Innovation Factory (BIF), is a
platform that puts the voice and experience of real world entrepreneurs at the center of an ongoing effort to design, develop and
test new education and support solutions for entrepreneurs of all kinds. At the heart of our collaboration is the belief that there
is a better way; that our current definitions of entrepreneurship, our narrow focus on the famous and few, and our well-intended
but insufficient support systems won’t get us where we need to go fast enough. By deeply understanding the experiences of
entrepreneurs and also engaging them in the conceptual development of wholly new experiences, the Lab is developing new
thinking about the entrepreneur experience through the lens of entrepreneurs themselves, and using this understanding to
develop a platform for experimentation. The Lab rests on its partners’ key capabilities: deep knowledge of entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurship education, human-centered research, systems thinking, connections to entrepreneurial communities, digital
storytelling, participatory design and experimentation, and community engagement through an open platform.
As we continue to build on our research and move into experimentation—testing opportunities that help individuals, organizations,
and communities unleash more entrepreneurial activity—we invite partners, sponsors, and investors who want to go up this
learning curve with us to engage with the Lab. If you are passionate and want to accelerate experimentation in entrepreneurship,
email us at engage@businessinnovationfactory.com or hneck@babson.edu.
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ABOUT THE PARTNERS
Babson College is the educator, convener, and thought leader for Entrepreneurship of All Kinds.TM The College
is a dynamic living and learning laboratory, where students, faculty, and staff work together to address the
real-world problems of business and society—while at the same time evolving our methods and advancing our
programs. We shape the leaders our world needs most: those with strong functional knowledge and the skills
and vision to navigate change, accommodate ambiguity, surmount complexity, and motivate teams in a common
purpose to create economic and social value. As we have for nearly a half-century, Babson continues to advance
Entrepreneurial Thought and Action® as the most positive force on the planet for generating sustainable economic
and social value. // For information, visit www.babson.edu
An independent, non-profit organization created in 2004, The Business Innovation Factory (BIF), creates realworld laboratories where organizations can design, prototype and test new models for delivering value. BIF’s
mission is to enable business model and system-level innovation in areas of high-social impact, including health
care, education, energy and entrepreneurship. Through its programs, projects and events, BIF has created a
national network of innovators who are passionate about radically rethinking how value is delivered across the
public and private sectors. // For information, visit www.businessinnovationfactory.com
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